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ABSTRACT
We present the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and Large Area Telescope (LAT) observations of the
LIGO binary black hole merger event GW151226 and candidate LVT151012. At the time of the LIGO triggers on
LVT151012 and GW151226, GBM was observing 68% and 83% of the localization regions, and LAT was
observing 47% and 32%, respectively. No candidate electromagnetic counterparts were detected by either the
GBM or LAT. We present a detailed analysis of the GBM and LAT data over a range of timescales from seconds
to years, using automated pipelines and new techniques for characterizing the ﬂux upper bounds across large areas
of the sky. Due to the partial GBM and LAT coverage of the large LIGO localization regions at the trigger times
for both events, differences in source distances and masses, as well as the uncertain degree to which emission from
these sources could be beamed, these non-detections cannot be used to constrain the variety of theoretical models
recently applied to explain the candidate GBM counterpart to GW150914.
Key words: gamma rays: general – gravitational waves – methods: observational
1. INTRODUCTION
The era of multi-messenger astronomy has fully begun with
the regular detections of gravitational waves (GWs) from
merging compact objects by the Laser Interferometer Gravita-
tional-wave Observatory (LIGO; Abbott et al. 2016d), and
large multi-wavelength campaigns to pursue electromagnetic
(EM) counterparts (Abbott et al. 2016c). As demonstrated with
GW150914, Fermi’s Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and
Large Area Telescope (LAT) are uniquely capable of providing
all-sky observations from hard X-ray to high-energy γ-rays in
normal survey operations, including covering the entire
localization probability maps of LIGO events (Abbott et al.
2016c; Ackermann et al. 2016; Connaughton et al. 2016)
within hours of their detections (see also Tavani et al. 2016).
In addition to GW150914 (Abbott et al. 2016a, 2016d), two
other candidate compact object merger events were reported by
LIGO during the O1 observing run from 2015 September 12 to
2016 January 12. GW151226 and the sub-threshold LIGO-
Virgo Trigger LVT151012 (if the latter is from a real
astrophysical event) are associated with the mergers of two
compact objects, likely both stellar-mass black holes (BHs)
(Abbott et al. 2016b).
Prior to the watershed discovery of GWs from the binary
black hole (BBH) merger GW150914, and the candidate ∼1 s
long γ-ray counterpart GW150914-GBM that was seen 0.4 s
later (Connaughton et al. 2016), there was little theoretical
expectation for EM counterparts to BBH mergers. The weak
γ-ray signal observed by the GBM is temporally and spatially
coincident with the GW trigger, and appears similar to a low-
ﬂuence short gamma-ray burst (sGRB). Note that the candidate
GBM counterpart was not detected by the INTEGRAL SPI-
ACS (Anti-Coincidence Shield; Savchenko et al. 2016), and
there is debate regarding the nature of the GBM signal (Greiner
et al. 2016). Since the potential discovery was announced,
72 Corresponding authors: judith.racusin@nasa.gov, EricKayserBurns@gmail.
com, adam.m.goldstein@nasa.gov, nicola.omodei@stanford.edu, giacomov@
stanford.edu
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innovative ideas have emerged to explain an observational
signature that possibly resembles a weak sGRB from a BBH
(e.g., Fraschetti 2016; Loeb 2016; Perna et al. 2016, and Janiuk
et al. 2017); see also Lyutikov (2016) for signiﬁcant constraints
on such models. Binary neutron star (BNS) or neutron star–
black hole (NS–BH) mergers are the most likely progenitors of
sGRBs (Eichler et al. 1989; Narayan et al. 1992; Lee &
Ramirez-Ruiz 2007, and Nakar 2007), and therefore they are
the most similar object class for comparison to Fermi
observations of BBH mergers.
Approximately 68% (for GBM) and 47% (for LAT) of the
LVT151012 LIGO localization probability, and 83% (for
GBM) and 32% (for LAT) of the GW151226 LIGO
localization probability, were within the Fermi GBM and
LAT ﬁelds of view (FOVs) at the trigger times, respectively.
The GBM and LAT completed their ﬁrst post-trigger coverage
of the entire localization probability map for LVT151012
within 8 minutes (for GBM) and 113 minutes (for LAT), and
for GW151226 within 34 minutes (for GBM) and 140 minutes
(for LAT).
No credible counterpart candidates were detected by either
the GBM or the LAT at the trigger times of both events or on
the timescales of minutes, hours, days, and months afterwards.
These non-detections do not constrain models proposed for the
candidate GBM counterpart to GW150914, owing to the partial
GBM and LAT coverage of the LIGO localization region at the
time of trigger for both events, differences in the source
distances and system masses, as well as the uncertain degree to
which emission from these sources could be beamed. There-
fore, these GBM and LAT non-detections do not provide
strong evidence as to whether γ-ray emission is associated with
BBH mergers.
A statistically signiﬁcant sample of BBH mergers, which
will be collected over the coming years by the advanced
network of GW observatories (including LIGO and Virgo) and
wide-ﬁeld γ-ray instruments, will be required to understand the
nature of candidate EM counterparts to BBH merger events,
such as GW150914-GBM.
A summary of the pertinent information regarding the
LIGO sources is provided in Section 2.1, and the custom data
analysis and results of specialized searches for γ-ray
counterparts are discussed in Section 2.2 (GBM) and
Section 2.3 (LAT). In Section 3, we discuss the implications
of these non-detections on counterpart searches in general
and speciﬁcally for GW150914-GBM, placing our GW
counterpart limits in the context of sGRB properties. We
further comment on the relevance of these observations to the
recent theoretical developments regarding how a γ-ray
counterpart might be produced by a BBH merger. Finally,
we conclude in Section 4.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
This section describes several standard and new extensive
searches of the GBM and LAT data within the LIGO
localization contours of LVT151012 and GW151226 using a
variety of techniques and timescales. The timescales referred to
throughout this section are summarized in Table 1. There were
no credible counterpart candidates detected in any of these
searches.
2.1. LIGO
LVT151012 was detected at both the LIGO Hanford and
Livingston facilities using the ofﬂine data analysis pipelines
gstlal (Messick et al. 2016) and pycbc (Usman et al. 2015),
designed to detect compact binary coalescence (CBC) events,
with the candidate source being detected at 09:54:43.4 UTC on
2015 October 12 (hereafter tLVT), with ∼2σ signiﬁcance. The
LIGO GW analysis of LVT151012 yields a relatively high false
alarm rate (FAR) of 1 per 2.3 years, BH masses of -+23 618 and -+13 54
M , and a distance of 1100±500 Mpc (Abbott et al. 2016a).
GW151226 was detected at both the LIGO Hanford and
Livingston facilities, using the gstlal CBC real-time pipe-
line, at 03:38:53.6 UTC on 2015 December 26 (hereafter tGW).
The GW analysis provides a FAR of less than 1 per 1000 years,
and parameter estimation provides BH masses of -+14.2 3.78.3 and
7.5±2.3 M , and a distance of -+440 190180 Mpc (Abbott
et al. 2016b).
The LIGO Scientiﬁc Collaboration and the Virgo Collabora-
tion reported the discovery and results from Bayesian parameter
estimation analyses of LVT151012 and GW151226 under the
assumption that the signals arise from a CBC using the latest
ofﬂine calibration of the GW strain data (Abbott
et al. 2016a, 2016b). The most accurate localization maps for
these events (LALInference, Veitch et al. 2015) are based on
Bayesian Markov-Chain Monte Carlo and nested sampling to
forward model the full GW signal including spin precession and
regression of systematic calibration errors. The analysis of the
Fermi observations requires only the trigger times and localiza-
tion maps as inputs, which were provided via the Gamma-ray
Coordinates Network (GCN; LVC 2015, 2016) to groups with a
memorandum of understanding with LIGO. The LIGO localiza-
tion maps for LVT151012 and GW151226 are shown in Figure 1
with the regions occulted by the Earth for Fermi at the times of
the GW triggers, indicating the portions of the sky and LIGO
localization probability regions visible to both the GBM and
LAT. All of the GBM and LAT upper bound measurements are
calculated for the LIGO localization regions containing 90% of
the probability. The following sections provide further details on
the GBM and LAT observations and analyses.
Table 1
Timescales Over which the GBM and LAT Data Were Studied with the
Various Analyses of LVT151012 and GW151226, Discussed in Sections 2.2
and 2.3, all Referenced to the LIGO Trigger Times (tLVT or tGW)
Analysis Time Period
LVT151012 GW151226
GBM Tblind continuous continuous
Tseeded ±30 s ±30 s
TEOT 1 day, 1 month, 1 year
a 1 day, 1 month, 1 yeara
LAT Tfixed1 −10 to +10 s −10 to +10 s
Tfixed2 0–8 ks 0–1.2 ks
Tfixed3 – 0–10 ks
Tadaptive 130–4500 s
b 350–2900 sb
TASP 6 hr, 1 day 6 hr, 1 day
TFAVA ±1 week ±1 week
Notes.
a Note that TEOT straddles tLVT and tGW as evenly as possible given limitations
of when this analysis was performed relative to the triggers.
b Note that for Tadaptive we report the minimum and maximum possible
duration.
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2.2. GBM
The GBM is composed of 12 sodium iodide (NaI) detectors
and two bismuth germanate (BGO) detectors (Meegan et al.
2009), with the NaI detectors providing sensitivity between
8 keV and 1MeV, and the BGO detectors extending the energy
range to 40MeV. The detectors are spaced around the Fermi
spacecraft, oriented at different angles to provide approxi-
mately uniform sky coverage, resulting in an instantaneous
FOV of ∼70% of the sky, with the remainder blocked by the
Earth. The GBM operates continuously except during passages
through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), reducing the time-
averaged sky exposure to ∼60%. The data types relevant to the
analyses in this paper are CTIME, which is binned at 0.256 s
intervals into 8 energy channels, and continuous time-tagged
event (CTTE) which is unbinned in time and in 128 energy
channels. For more detailed explanations of the GBM
instrumentation, data types, the triggering algorithms, the
sub-threshold searches, and the persistent source searches, see
Connaughton et al. (2016) and the respective papers for each
technique (Meegan et al. 2009; Blackburn et al. 2015; Wilson-
Hodge et al. 2012; Fermi-GBM Collaboration 2016, in
preparation).
The GBM triggers on board in response to impulsive events
when the count rates recorded in two or more NaI detectors
signiﬁcantly exceed the background count rate on at least one
timescale (from 16 ms to 4.096 s) in at least one of three energy
ranges above 50 keV (50–300 keV,>100 keV,>300 keV).
The GBM also triggers on softer events (25–50 keV) on shorter
timescales (from 16 to 128 ms). Since 2009 November the
GBM also triggers on signiﬁcant increases above the back-
ground count rate in the BGO detectors.
As described in Connaughton et al. (2016), two new GBM
ground pipelines are designed to maximize the chances of
detecting counterparts to GW events while carefully account-
ing for ﬂuctuations common in a background-dominated
measurement. The GBM ofﬂine blind-search pipeline75
(Fermi-GBM Collaboration 2016, in preparation) is sensitive
to impulsive transients too weak to trigger on board. The
pipeline searches CTTE data over 0.1–2.8 s timescales and in
four energy bands spanning ∼30–1000 keV, approximately
doubling the sensitivity of the GBM to sGRBs. The GBM
seeded-search pipeline (Blackburn et al. 2015) uses the GW
trigger time and (optionally) the sky location to inform a
maximum likelihood search for modeled burst signals in the
GBM data (assuming one of three template source spectra).
Using an existing catalog of the GBM all-sky instrumental
response models (Connaughton et al. 2015), the search
procedure is to calculate expected source counts for each
detector, and compare this predicted signal to any observed
excess detector counts over background. An overlapping set
of short foreground intervals between 0.256 and 8 s long is
tested for the contributions from a modeled burst, covering a
total search interval of±30 s (Tseeded) about the GW trigger
time. The seeded-search pipeline combines NaI and BGO
data to provide a sensitive search for short-duration
transients, and was used to ﬁnd the candidate GW150914-
GBM signal 0.4 s after the GW trigger. This search will be
expanded in the future to use the signiﬁcance of a sub-
threshold signal in either the GBM or GWs to strengthen the
detection of a signal in the other, provided the false positive
rate of the joint search is characterized and the detection
levels in both instruments are selected accordingly. The
ability to validate sub-threshold candidates effectively boosts
the LIGO/Virgo horizon by 15%–20% and thus the search
volume by 50%–75% (Kelley et al. 2013; Blackburn
et al. 2015).
In the absence of a detected counterpart signal, we have
developed a new technique for setting bounds on the strength
of impulsive γ-ray emission, deﬁned as the upper edge of the
conﬁdence interval on the ﬂux of a source. The LIGO
probability map is divided into regions best observed by the
same NaI detector. A 3σ upper bound on the count rate is
deﬁned as three times the standard deviation around a
background ﬁt that excludes±30 s from the GW trigger time.
This can be converted to a ﬂux upper bound by taking the
counts and folding an assumed model through the response.
We assume a cutoff power-law ﬁt with Epeak=566 keV and a
photon index of 0.42, which are the values at peak density for
sGRBs best ﬁt by a cutoff power-law from the GBM spectral
catalog76 (Goldstein et al. 2012; Gruber et al. 2014) after
accounting for parameter correlation. With an assumed
distance, these upper bounds can be converted to luminosity
upper bounds.
In addition to searching for impulsive events, the GBM can
act as an all-sky monitor for hard X-ray sources over longer
timescales using the Earth occultation technique (EOT; Wilson-
Hodge et al. 2012). The EOT stacks the differences in the
Figure 1. LIGO localization probability maps for LVT151012 (top; LVC
2016) and GW151226 (bottom; LVC 2015) indicating the portions of the sky
occulted by the Earth for Fermi at the time of the LIGO trigger (blue shaded
region). The GBM observes the entire unocculted sky. The pink shaded region
indicates the portions of the sky within the LAT FOV at the GW trigger times.
75 http://gamma-ray.nsstc.nasa.gov/gbm/science/sgrb_search.html
76 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigbrst.html
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background count rates as a source sets or rises behind the
Earth, and searches the 12–25, 25–50, 50–100, 100–300, and
300–500 keV energy bands. We applied the EOT over
timescales of 1 day before and after the GW trigger date, 1
month starting at the GW trigger date, and 1 year centered as
closely to the GW trigger as possible (given limitations of data
collected at the time that this analysis was performed). We also
now calculate direction-dependent upper bounds for persistent
emission owing to the extended LIGO localizations.
2.2.1. GBM Observations of LVT151012
The GBM collected data continuously, without passing
through the SAA, from 24 minutes prior to 50 minutes after the
LIGO detection of LVT151012 (tLVT). Figure 1 shows the
LIGO sky map from LVC (2016) with the blue shaded region
indicating the region of sky occulted by the Earth for Fermi at
the time of the GW event. The GBM was observing 68.2% of
the LIGO localization probability at tLVT, with exposure of the
rest of the localization region over the next 8 minutes.
The only GBM on-board trigger within 12 hr of LVT151012
was misclassiﬁed as a GRB by the ﬂight software, and was
determined to be caused by a high local particle ﬂux due to an
exit from the SAA. The ofﬂine blind-search pipeline found no
credible candidates within 2 days of the LIGO trigger. There
were also no candidates found by lowering the threshold in a
10 minute time window around tLVT. The seeded-search
pipeline was run on the Tseeded interval of- < < +t30 30 sLVT , searching for a potential counterpart
with duration between 0.256 and 8 s. The interval was selected
a priori, roughly guided by the assumption that if GRBs are
related to compact binary mergers then the impulsive γ-ray
emission should be close in time to the GWs, with a wide
enough search window to catch possible precursor emission
(Troja et al. 2010) and possibly unexpected time offsets from
tLVT. A light curve showing the summed count rate (ignoring
the lowest and highest energy standard CTIME channels) is
shown in Figure 2.
We ﬁnd no evidence for the counterpart reported by Bagoly
et al. (2016) in their search of the GBM data around
LVT151012. Our search method combines signals in the 14
GBM detectors in a way that tests for the likelihood of a source
from any sky position. This is done by weighting both the
contribution from each detector and the contribution of each
energy channel according to their expected relative contribu-
tions for a source at that position. By using the detector
responses rather than examining just the raw count rates above
background, we can ﬁnd weak sources that are consistent with
an astrophysical source while rejecting ﬂuctuations of similar
magnitude in counts space. That we do not ﬁnd the candidate
counterpart reported in Bagoly et al. (2016) suggests that either
the relative rates among detectors or the distribution of counts
in energy for their event are not indicative of a physical source
from a single sky position. Indeed, Bagoly et al. (2016) state
that they do not use the response information to weight the
relative signals when combining detector information, instead
weighting the contributions of each detector and energy
channel according to signal-to-noise ratio above the back-
ground count rates, without consideration as to whether the
weighted spectrum is physical or the detector weights are
consistent with an arrival direction from a single position. Sub-
threshold events in background-limited detectors are weak, and
each detector energy channel is subject to ﬂuctuations. The
robustness of our technique relies on the combination of 14
individual measurements in a coherent way that uses knowl-
edge of detector responses and typical source energy spectra.
Given the lack of any signiﬁcant impulsive γ-ray emission
above the background, we set upper bounds on the impulsive
emission (Figure 3). Using the EOT, we also searched for
longer-lasting emission: 1 day before and 1 day after tLVT, a
month starting at tLVT (2015 October 12–November 11), and a
year centered around tLVT (2015 April 12–2016 April 12). No
new sources were detected on any of the searched timescales
and energy bands.
2.2.2. GBM Observations of GW151226
The GBM collected data continuously, without passing
through the SAA, from nearly 30 minutes before to almost
10 hours after GW151226 (tGW). Figure 1 shows the LIGO sky
map from Abbott et al. (2016b), and the regions of the sky
accessible to the GBM and LAT at the time of detection of the
GW event. The GBM observed 83.4% of the LIGO localization
probability during the GW emission of GW151226, with
Figure 2. There is no evidence that the GBM detected any signiﬁcant emission
during LVT151012, demonstrated by the summed count rate light curve over
all GBM detectors (NaI from ∼10 to 1000 keV, BGO from 0.4 to 40 MeV)
during the Tseeded interval:- < < +t30 30 sLVT . The blue curve shows CTTE
data rebinned into 1.024 s bins, the green curve is standard CTIME data with
0.256 s bins, and the red is a sum of non-parametric ﬁts of the background of
each detector and CTIME energy channel. There are no statistically signiﬁcant
ﬂuctuations within this interval.
Figure 3. The area within the LVT151012 LIGO localization contour is shaded
to indicate the GBM 10–1000 keV ﬂux upper bounds during during the Tseeded
interval: - < < +t30 30 sLVT . The purple shaded region indicates where the
sky was occulted by the Earth for Fermi. The Galactic plane is the gray curve,
and the Sun is indicated by the yellow disk.
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exposure of the rest of the localization region over the next 34
minutes.
There were no GBM on-board triggers within 12 hours of
GW151226, and no candidate counterparts found using the
blind-search pipeline within 5 days of tGW. There were also no
candidates found by lowering the threshold in a 10 minute
window around tGW. The seeded-search pipeline also found no
credible candidates in the±30 s Tseeded interval. The most
signiﬁcant ﬂuctuation identiﬁed has a FAR value of ´ -2.2 10 3
and occurred 2.0 s before GW151226. The post-trials false
alarm probability (FAP) is 20%; this event is insigniﬁcant. A
summed count rate light curve (ignoring the lowest and highest
energy standard CTIME channels) is shown in Figure 4.
We use the same method to calculate the upper bounds as for
LVT151012. The resulting upper bounds map is shown in
Figure 5. Using the EOT, we also searched for longer-lasting
emission: on timescales of 1 day before and 1 day after tGW, 1
month starting at tGW (2015 December 26–2016 January 25),
and 1 year around tGW (2015 April 28–2016 April 28—shifted
to start at tGW-242 days and end at tGW+124 days—given the
data available at the time of this analysis). No new sources
were detected on any of the searched timescales and energy
bands.
2.3. LAT
The LAT is a pair conversion telescope comprising a 4×4
array of silicon strip trackers and cesium iodide (CsI)
calorimeters covered by a segmented anti-coincidence detector
to reject charged-particle background events. The LAT covers
the energy range from 20MeV to more than 300 GeV with a
FOV of ∼2.4 sr, observing the entire sky every two orbits (∼3
hours) by rocking north and south about the orbital plane on
alternate orbits (Atwood et al. 2009).
sGRBs at LAT energies are often slightly delayed in their
onset, have substantially longer durations and appear to come
from a different emission component with respect to their keV–
MeV signals (Ackermann et al. 2013c, Fermi-LAT Collabora-
tion 2016, in preparation). The late-time γ-ray emission has
been shown to be consistent with originating from the same
emission component as broadband (radio to X-ray) afterglows
(De Pasquale et al. 2010; Ackermann et al. 2013b; Kouveliotou
et al. 2013). This warrants the search for a high-energy γ-ray
counterpart for GW events on timescales typical of these
afterglows (few ks), longer than the prompt emission of an
sGRB. Thanks to its survey capabilities, the LAT is well suited
to look for such signals. In addition, given the great uncertainty
on the nature of EM signals from BBH mergers, we also search
the LAT data over intervals that are much longer than the
timescales associated with the afterglow emission of sGRBs,
similar to the LAT analysis performed for GW150914
(Ackermann et al. 2016).
We searched the LAT data for evidence of new transient
sources. Since we did not ﬁnd any evidence of new sources
coincident with the LIGO detections, we set ﬂux upper bound
(at 95% c.l.) on the γ-ray emission in the energy range
100MeV–1 GeV.
Our analysis is based on the standard unbinned maximum
likelihood technique used for LAT data analysis.77 We include
in our baseline likelihood model all sources (point-like and
extended) from the LAT source catalog (3FGL, Acero
et al. 2015), as well as the Galactic and isotropic diffuse
templates provided by the Fermi-LAT Collaboration (Acero
et al. 2016). We employ a likelihood-ratio test (Neyman &
Pearson 1928) to quantify whether the existence of a new
source is statistically warranted. In doing so, we form a test
statistic (TS) that is two times the logarithm of the ratio of the
likelihood evaluated at the best-ﬁt model parameters when
including a candidate point source at a given position
(alternative hypothesis), to the likelihood evaluated at the
best-ﬁt parameters under the baseline model (null hypothesis).
As is standard for LAT analysis, we choose to reject the null
hypothesis when the TS is greater than 25, roughly equivalent
to a s5 rejection criterion for a single search.
In the following, unless stated otherwise, a point in the sky is
considered observable by the LAT if it is within 65°of the LAT
boresight (or z-axis) and has an angle with respect to the local
zenith smaller than 100°. The latter requirement is used to
exclude contamination from terrestrial γ-rays produced by
interactions of cosmic rays with the Earth’s atmosphere.
We now describe brieﬂy the different searches we have
performed. First our Fixed Time Window search is used to
Figure 4. There is no evidence that the GBM detected any signiﬁcant emission
during GW151226, demonstrated by the summed count rate light curve over all
GBM detectors (NaI from ∼10 to 1000 keV, BGO from 0.4 to 40 MeV) during
the Tseeded interval: - < < +t30 30 sGW . The blue curve shows CTTE data
rebinned into 1.024 s bins, the green curve is standard CTIME data with 0.256
s bins, and the red curve is a sum of a non-parametric ﬁt of the background of
each detector and CTIME energy channel. There are no statistically signiﬁcant
ﬂuctuations within this interval.
Figure 5. The area within the GW151226 LIGO localization contour is shaded
to indicate the GBM 10–1000 keV ﬂux upper bounds during the the Tseeded
interval: - < < +t30 30 sGW . The purple shaded region indicates where the
sky was occulted by the Earth for Fermi. The Galactic plane is the gray curve,
and the Sun is indicated by the yellow disk.
77 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone
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search for a possible counterpart and provide a global upper
bound on the average ﬂux for a ﬁxed time window. This upper
bound is relevant if the only information known about the
position of a possible counterpart is the LIGO localization map,
which is used as a prior. Then, our Adaptive time binning
search is used to search for counterparts on different
timescales, and to provide a map of upper bounds which refer
to time windows optimized for each location in the map. These
bounds are useful if, after the publication of this paper, a
localization of a potential counterpart more accurate than the
LIGO localization map become available. We refer the reader
to Vianello et al. (2016) for more details about these analyses.
The results of these analyses for LVT151012 and
GW151226 are presented in the following sub-sections.
Fixed Time Window Search. In this analysis we search for
high-energy γ-ray emission on a set of ﬁxed time windows
(Tfixed), starting at or slightly before the time of the LIGO
triggers. For each time window, we start by selecting all pixels
(the LIGO localization maps are in HEALPix78 format; Górski
et al. 2005) that were observable by the LAT within the 90%
containment of the LIGO localization maps, down-scaled to a
resolution which matches the LAT point-spread function at
100MeV (∼4°; nside=128). We then perform an independent
likelihood analysis for each pixel, where we test for the
presence of a new source at the center of the pixel. For all these
likelihood analyses we use the Pass 8 P8_TRANSIEN-
TR010E_V6 event class and the corresponding instrument
response functions.79 Since we did not detect any new source
above our TS threshold in any of the positions, we proceeded
with the computation of upper bound with the technique
detailed in Vianello et al. (2016, in preparation). In short, the
LIGO probability map is used as a prior on the position of the
EM counterpart, and the posterior probability for its ﬂux F is
computed by marginalizing the full posterior with respect to the
position and all the other free parameters. We then compute the
upper bound for a given probability p as the upper bound of the
credibility interval for F which starts at F=0 (Olive
et al. 2014).
Adaptive Time Window Search. In this analysis we optimize
the time window for the analysis for each pixel, deﬁning an
“adaptive” interval (Tadaptive) that starts when the pixel becomes
observable by the LAT (its angle from the LAT boresight is
<65° and has a zenith angle <92°—taking into account the 8°
radius region of interest (RoI)), and ends when it is no longer
observable by the LAT. We further downscale the HEALPix
map (nside=64), and for each pixel we select only the
interval that contains the GW trigger time, or the one
immediately after (if the center of the pixel was outside the
LAT FOV at the GW trigger time). This analysis is therefore
optimized for the assumption that the source emitted γ-rays at
the time of the GW event, and the time window of the analysis
is designed to only contain a continuous observation. As in the
ﬁxed time window analysis, we perform an independent
likelihood analysis for each pixel, where we test for the
presence of a new source at the center of the pixel. We use the
Pass 8 P8_TRANSIENTR010E_V6 event class and the
corresponding instrument response functions. We found no
signiﬁcant excesses, and therefore compute ﬂux upper bounds.
In addition, similar to our analysis for GW150914
(Ackermann et al. 2016), we search for a signiﬁcant excess
using adaptive time windows but on longer timescales, from 10
days before to 10 days after the GW event. To limit the number
of trials, in this analysis we use a coarser spatial resolution
(nside=8) that roughly matches the size of each RoI, but we
compute the TS map (using the ScienceTool80 gttsmap)
for each RoI. As described in Ackermann et al. (2016), we use
gtsrcprob to assign, to each event, the probability that the
event belongs to each of the sources in the likelihood model.
We then compute the number of photons that are associated
with the source with a probability >0.9. This is useful for
ﬁltering the excesses caused by random spatial coincidence of
single high-energy events from persistent sources or
background.
Other Standard LAT Searches. The Fermi automatic science
processing (ASP) pipeline, which is used to search for transient
sources (e.g., blazar ﬂares) as regularly reported in Astron-
omer’s Telegrams, was also employed around the GW trigger
times. The ASP pipeline performs a blind search for sources on
all-sky count maps constructed from the event data acquired on
6 and 24 hr timescales (TASP). Candidate ﬂaring sources are
then ﬁt using a standard likelihood analysis modeled along with
known sources and the Galactic and isotropic diffuse
contributions. These candidate sources are then characterized
and matched to known sources, allowing for the identiﬁcation
of ﬂaring cataloged sources as well as new unassociated
sources.
The Fermi All-sky Variability Analysis (FAVA) was also
employed to search for excess emission on week-long
timescales (TFAVA). The FAVA weeks are pre-deﬁned: there-
fore we search the week that includes the corresponding LIGO
triggers, and the week afterward. FAVA is a blind photometric
analysis in which a grid of regions covering the entire sky is
searched for deviations from the expected ﬂux based on the
observed long-term mission-averaged emission (Ackermann
et al. 2013a). This allows the FAVA search to be independent
of any model of the γ-ray sky, and therefore complement the
standard likelihood analyses.
2.3.1. LAT Observations of LVT151012
Fermi was in sky-survey mode at the time of the GW signal
from LVT151012, tLVT, rocked 50° south from the orbital
plane. The LAT was favorably oriented toward LVT151012,
covering ∼47% of the LIGO localization probability at the time
of the trigger. Within ∼7ks from tLVT, the LAT had observed
∼100% of the LIGO localization probability (Figure 6). The
LAT then continued to observe the entire LIGO localization
region throughout normal sky-survey operations in the days
and months afterward.
We performed the ﬁxed time window search described in
Section 2.3 on two time intervals. The ﬁrst interval Tfixed1
covered from -t 10 sLVT to +t 10 sLVT , during which the
LAT observed ∼50% of the LIGO localization map, corresp-
onding to almost the entire southern region of the LIGO
localization contour. This search is relevant for ﬁnding high-
energy emission close in time and of similar duration with
respect to the GW signal. The second time window Tfixed2
covered from tLVT to +t 8LVT ks, which corresponds to the
time interval when the LAT fully observed the LIGO78 http://healpix.sourceforge.net
79 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/
Cicerone_LAT_IRFs/IRF_overview.html 80 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/
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localization map (see Figure 6), plus 1 ks to accrue some
exposure of the ﬁnal regions that became visible to the LAT.
We found no credible candidate counterparts in Tfixed1 or in
Tfixed2. We then performed the upper bound computation
described in Section 2.3 for Tfixed2. The integral function of
the marginalized posterior for the 0.1–1 GeV energy ﬂux is
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6. This function can be
used to evaluate the upper bound for different credibility levels.
In particular, the 95% upper bound is = ´ -F 5.3 10ul,95 10 erg
cm−2 s−1.
The adaptive time window (Tadaptive) analysis did not yield
any signiﬁcant excesses, and no new sources were detected
above a likelihood detection threshold of TS=25, neither in
the time window containing or just after tLVT, nor in a scan of
10 days before and 10 days after tLVT. The ﬂux upper bounds
for the portion of the LIGO localization contour containing
90% of the probability during the adaptive time window are
shown in Figure 7. The values for the ﬂux upper bounds from
this analysis range from 2.1× -10 10 erg cm−2 s−1 up to
2.4× -10 8 erg cm−2 s−1. Most of the ﬂux upper bounds are
below 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1, and the tail extending to higher
ﬂuxes is due to a region with poor exposure of the LIGO
contour (at R.A.;30°, decl.;0°) entering the LAT FOV at
approximately +t 2LVT ks.
We examined the ASP products during the 6 and 24 hr
intervals (TASP) containing tLVT. No new unassociated ﬂaring
sources were detected within the LIGO localization contour.
The FAVA search encompassed a pre-deﬁned week before
and after tLVT (TFAVA); the weeks from 2015 October 5–12, and
2015 October 12–19, respectively. The FAVA search over
these two periods detected a total of ﬁve ﬂaring sources above
5σ within the LIGO localization region. A follow up likelihood
analysis of each seed ﬂare determined their positions to be
consistent with known ﬂaring 3FGL sources.
Figure 6. LAT observations of LVT151012: cumulative fraction of the LIGO
localization probability observed by the LAT as a function of time since tLVT
(top); integral of the marginalized posterior for the 0.1–1 GeV energy ﬂux
(bottom) during the Tfixed2 interval. The ﬂux at which the blue curve intersects
a given probability <P F x( ) corresponds to the upper bound at that credibility
level.
Figure 7. Adaptive time interval analysis for LVT151012 over the ﬁrst Fermi
orbit containing tLVT: ﬂux upper bound map during Tadaptive (top), the entry time
into the LAT FOV relative to tLVT of the RoI for each pixel within the LIGO
localization contour (middle), and the upper bound light curves for each RoI
(bottom). The horizontal bars in the bottom panel correspond to the values of
the LAT upper bounds, and their position along the time-axis coincides with
the interval of time used in the analysis. The color of each bar indicates the time
when the RoI entered the LAT FOV, and matches the color of the pixel in the
middle panel. The horizontal histogram displays the distribution of upper
bounds.
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2.3.2. LAT Observations of GW151226
Fermi was in sky-survey mode at the time of the GW
detection of GW151226 (03:38:53.648 UTC on 2015 Decem-
ber 26, tGW in the following), rocked 50° north from the orbital
plane. The LAT was favorably oriented toward GW151226,
covering ∼32% of the LIGO localization probability at the time
of the trigger. Within ∼1ks from tGW, the LAT had observed
∼80% of the LIGO localization probability, and ∼100% within
~tGW + 8.5 ks (Figure 8). The LAT continued to observe the
entire LIGO localization region throughout sky-survey opera-
tions in the days and months afterwards.
We performed the ﬁxed time window search described in
Section 2.3 on three time intervals. The ﬁrst interval Tfixed1
covered from -t 10 sGW to +t 10 sGW . During Tfixed1 the LAT
observed ∼30% of the LIGO localization probability. The
second interval Tfixed2 covered from tGW to +t 1.2GW ks, which
corresponds to a shorter time interval when the LAT had an
appreciable fractional coverage (∼80%) of the LIGO localiza-
tion probability (see Figure 8), with 200 s added to accrue some
exposure at the ﬁnal regions to become visible to LAT. The
third interval Tfixed3 covered from tGW to +t 10GW ks, and
corresponds to the time interval during which the LAT had
100% coverage, with ∼1ks added to accrue some exposure for
the ﬁnal points to become visible to the LAT. We found no
candidate counterpart in any of the three time windows. We
then performed the upper bound computation described in
Section 2.3 for Tfixed3. The integral function of the marginalized
posterior for the 0.1–1 GeV energy ﬂux is shown in the
bottom panel of Figure 8. The 95% upper bound is
= ´ -F 3.3 10ul,95 10 erg cm−2 s−1.
The adaptive time window analysis did not lead to the
detection of any new γ-ray sources during the ﬁrst Fermi
orbit (∼96 minutes) after tGW. The results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 9. For this event, the values for the ﬂux
upper bound range from 2.6× -10 10 erg cm−2 s−1 up to
7.8× -10 9 erg cm−2 s−1. The tail of upper bounds with values
Figure 8. LAT observations of GW151226: cumulative fraction of the LIGO
localization probability observed by the LAT as a function of time since tGW
(top); integral of the marginalized posterior for the 0.1–1 GeV energy ﬂux
(bottom) during the Tfixed3 interval. The ﬂux at which the blue curve intersects a
given probability <P F x( ) corresponds to the upper bound at that credibility
level.
Figure 9. Adaptive time interval analysis for GW151226 over the ﬁrst Fermi
orbit containing tGW: ﬂux upper bound map during Tadaptive (top), the entry
time into the LAT FOV relative to tGW of the RoI for each pixel within the
LIGO localization contour (middle), and the upper bound light curves for
each RoI (bottom). The horizontal bars in the bottom panel correspond to the
values of the LAT upper bounds, and their position along the time-axis
coincides with the interval of time used in the analysis. The color of each bar
indicates the time when the RoI entered the LAT FOV, and matches the color
of the pixel in the middle panel. The horizontal histogram displays the density
of upper bounds.
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> -10 9 erg cm−2 s−1 is due to a series of regions entering the
FOV at about 3 ks (at R.A.;30°, decl.;−15°) for which the
exposure was particularly low. As for the previous event, we
also searched for excess γ-ray emission on an orbit-by-orbit
timescale over±10 days on either side of tGW. No new sources
were detected above a threshold of TS=25. The most
signiﬁcant ﬂaring source within the LIGO localization region
is the blazar PKS 1424-41, which has ﬂared regularly over the
entire Fermi mission.81,82
We examined the ASP products during the 6 hour and 24
hour intervals containing tGW. No new unassociated ﬂaring
sources were detected within the LIGO localization contour.
The FAVA search for emission associated with GW151226
encompassed the pre-deﬁned weeks of 2015 December 21–28
and 2015 December 28–2016 January 4, and detected a total of
ﬁve ﬂaring sources above 5σ within the LIGO localization
region. Again, a dedicated follow up likelihood analysis of
each seed ﬂare determined their positions to be consistent with
known ﬂaring 3FGL sources, including the highly active blazar
PKS 1424-41 (3FGL J1427.9-4206).
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Implications for Candidate Counterpart GW150914-GBM
The candidate γ-ray counterpart to GW150914 reported by
the GBM (Connaughton et al. 2016) that resembles a weak
sGRB has surprised the community and also spurred a great
deal of theoretical speculations. The low signiﬁcance of the
signal and the lack of corroboration by other experiments has
caused the true nature of the GBM signal to remain ambiguous
(see also Greiner et al. 2016; Savchenko et al. 2016). Strong
support for the candidate EM counterpart would be achieved if
a similar or higher signiﬁcance counterpart were found
associated with other GW BBH merger events. The Fermi
non-detections of γ-ray counterparts to LVT151012 and
GW151226 can neither conﬁrm nor refute the potential
association between GW150914 and the GBM candidate
counterpart.
If we assume that all BBH mergers produce sGRB-like
signals, the GBM might reasonably not detect them for four
reasons:
1. The GBM observed only 68% and 83% of the LIGO
localization probability of LVT151012 and GW151226,
respectively, at the times of the GW triggers. Therefore,
there is a signiﬁcant probability that the LIGO sources
could have been simply occulted by the Earth for Fermi
at the GW trigger times. Without all-sky coverage by the
detecting instrument or a set of identical detectors, a non-
detection cannot rule out this hypothesis without a sample
much larger than the three events from the LIGO O1
observing run. The fractional sky coverage alone can
account for having a single detection.
2. Depending on the source location, orientation, and
geomagnetic coordinates of Fermi at the time of the
GW trigger, the GBM background rates can vary
substantially. The background count rates were a few
hundred Hz higher (3%) at the time around GW151226
and a few thousand Hz higher (18%) at the time around
LVT151012 than around the time of GW150914. The
reported distance to LVT151012 from GW parameters is
a factor of ∼3 larger than the distance to GW150914. If
all of these events produced similar γ-ray luminosities,
the counterpart to LVT151012 would have been indis-
tinguishable from background.
3. If the source producing γ-rays in GW150914 is
collimated, only a fraction of those objects would be
pointed at the Earth. This fraction is slightly enhanced by
the fact that GW signals from binary mergers, while not
truly collimated, have stronger GW emission along the
rotation axis of the merger system, which is presumably
aligned with the EM jet collimation axis. If one assumes
that BBH merger counterparts are collimated similarly to
sGRBs (Fong et al. 2015), then only ∼15%–30% of
similar systems would have their γ-ray jets pointed
toward Earth. The potential detection of a counterpart in
one of three objects is entirely consistent with the most
conservative assumptions of the degree to which the
high-energy emission from such sources is collimated.
4. The intrinsic luminosity distribution also limits detect-
ability. Even if GW151226 was beamed and on-axis, and
the progenitor was not occulted to Fermi, the event still
may not be detectable if it was intrinsically dimmer than
GW150914-GBM. The energy radiated as GWs scales
strongly with total progenitor mass. If there is also a
strong scaling between total progenitor mass and the
energy radiated in γ-rays, then any γ-ray emission from
GW151226 would likely be less luminous than that from
GW150914.
With only three possible GW detections (one with a fairly
high FAR), and one candidate counterpart, the statistics are not
large, and little can be said of these objects other than that they
are broadly consistent. As Virgo joins LIGO in upcoming GW
observing runs, and they both head toward design sensitivity,
the localization regions are anticipated to become smaller and
the GW horizon distance increase (with the rate increasing as a
cubed factor; Abbott et al. 2016e). Fermi will continue to
monitor the sky for potential coincident γ-ray counterparts to
all GW source types.
3.2. Comparison to the sGRBs
Although the potential for EM counterparts to BBH mergers
has not been well established in the literature, recent
development spurred by the GBM report of a candidate
counterpart to GW150914 (e.g., Fraschetti 2016; Loeb 2016;
Janiuk et al. 2017) suggests that mechanisms may exist. The
connection between BNS (or NS–BH) mergers and sGRBs is
much stronger than that of BBH mergers (Metzger & Berger
2012; Nissanke et al. 2013), supported by extensive observa-
tional evidence (host galaxy observations and offsets, environ-
mental densities inferred from GRB afterglow modeling,
observational rates; Troja et al. 2008; Fong et al. 2015), and
consistency with numerical modeling (jet production, magnetic
ﬁelds; Rosswog 2005; Rezzolla et al. 2011).
We do not suggest that GW150914, LVT151012, or
GW151226 necessarily produced EM counterparts similar to
the population of hundreds of sGRBs observed by BATSE,
Konus-Wind, Swift-BAT, GBM and other instruments over the
last ﬁve decades. However, we put our observations (candidate
81 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/FAVA/SourceReport.
php?week=386&ﬂare=31
82 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/msl_lc/source/PKS_
1424-41
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counterpart and upper bounds) of these GW detections in the
context of the more familiar sGRBs to demonstrate the
capability of both the GBM and LAT for these searches in
the future.
In Figure 10, we compare the distribution of sGRB 1 s
ﬂuence measurements from the 3rd GBM GRB catalog (Bhat
et al. 2016) to our upper bounds for LVT151012 and
GW151226, as well as the ﬂuence measurement described in
Connaughton et al. (2016). The ﬂuences from the GBM-
detected sGRBs span ´ -2.5 10 8 to ´ -1.1 10 5 erg cm−2, with
GW150914-GBM around the 40th percentile. Compared to
sGRBs with known redshifts, GW150914-GBM was unusually
close and thus would be very sub-luminous compared to the
sGRB population. At a more typical sGRB redshift of ~z 0.5
(D’Avanzo et al. 2014; Fong et al. 2015), GW150914-GBM
would be undetectable by the GBM. The GBM blind search
reveals sGRB candidates that are a factor of two or three
weaker than those triggering the GBM on board. This opens the
possibility of detecting additional fainter sGRBs, and thus
testing for the presence of a sub-luminous population that
might be associated with BBH mergers (Fermi-GBM Colla-
boration 2016, in preparation).
The LAT has detected far fewer sGRBs than the GBM, only
10 to date in the 100MeV to >300 GeV band, and only the
very luminous GRB 090510 (Ackermann et al. 2010) has a
measured redshift. In Ackermann et al. (2016), we compared
the >100MeV light curve of GRB 090510 scaled to the
distance inferred from the GW measurements for GW150914
to demonstrate the constraining power of the LAT observa-
tions. We expand that comparison in Figure 11 to include
additional sGRBs (Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2016, in prep-
aration), and demonstrate that the LAT upper bounds from all
three GW events are comparable to the measured emission
from the LAT-detected sGRBs. However, note that the LAT
upper bounds shown in Figure 11 are measured over the ﬁxed
time intervals—the time ranges required to achieve 100%
coverage of the LIGO localization regions. The upper bounds
on subsets of the localization regions are demonstrated in
Figures 7 and 9. Therefore, if the GW events had extended
high-energy γ-ray emission similar to these sGRBs, it would
have been detectable by the LAT within tens-to-hundreds of
seconds after the trigger.
3.3. Theoretical Insights Concerning EM Counterparts
for BBH Mergers
The excitement of the watershed LIGO discovery has
precipitated numerous merger models with EM emission
components, ranging from sGRBs to optical and radio
transients (e.g., Murase et al. 2016) and even luminous
neutrino sources (e.g., Moharana et al. 2016; Janiuk et al.
2017). This discussion is restricted to an incomplete selection
of counterpart models, with a view to deﬁning key observa-
tional elements that modelers should address in future studies.
Much of the ﬂurry of very recent activity in GW+EM
merger modeling has centered on systems with circumbinary
disks or common envelopes that can seed ephemeral accretion
onto the resultant BH, perhaps spawning sGRBs. The study of
Woosley (2016) explores the evolution of close binaries
composed of massive stars, with core collapse in sequence:
one companion generates a BH, and the second one facilitates
faster precursor inspiral due to the presence of a common
envelope. After the second BH is formed, the merger takes
place amid the ambient shroud that provides fodder for EM
emission. Such a picture is adopted by Janiuk et al. (2017) as a
basis for their neutrino ﬂux predictions. A different scenario is
that of Loeb (2016), who discusses a single star progenitor for a
BBH merger: the rapid rotation of the massive star yields either
a dual helium core or “dumbbell” core conﬁguration that
spawns transient BHs that then merge. The common envelope
again naturally feeds the ergosphere with material for
processing into EM form. The model of Perna et al. (2016)
employs an extant BBH system that possesses a residual disk at
large radii that is neutral and therefore suppresses the magneto-
rotational instability. This “fallback” disk remains inert until
BBH inspiral revives it through tidal disruption and associated
heating. The merger then drives belated accretion to generate
an sGRB in temporal connection with the GW event. Even
though the focus in these pictures is on the accretion, there is
the suggestion that jet activity will be part of the rapidly
Figure 10. Integral distribution of GBM ﬂuence of sGRBs from Bhat et al.
(2016) over the duration of the sGRBs, compared to the 1 s ﬂuence
measurement for GW150914-GBM, and the upper bounds on LVT151012
and GW151226.
Figure 11. A comparison between a selection of the longer-lasting LAT-
detected sGRBs with the upper bounds from the ﬁxed time intervals for the
three GW events. Upper limits from shorter intervals with incomplete coverage
of the localization region are not shown here. The arrows represent the 95%
conﬁdence upper bounds from the ﬁxed time windows (T1 from Ackermann
et al. 2016 for GW150914, Tfixed2 for LVT151012, and Tfixed3 for GW151226).
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evolving system. Winds may also be present (e.g., Murase et al.
2016), and the lesser collimation of these can enhance the
detectability of energetic EM signals.
A number of the counterpart models invoke the extraction of
energy and angular momentum from the ergospheres of the
merging BHs via the Blandford–Znajek mechanism (Blandford
& Znajek 1977), a process that is posited to supply matter and
energy to the bases of jets emanating from supermassive BHs.
Exploring this possibility in detail is beyond the scope of the
present suite of incipient models of mergers. Yet it should be
noted that Lyutikov (2016) and Murase et al. (2016) indicate
that the EM luminosity constraints from such EM induction
physics for GW150914 may require TeraGauss magnetic ﬁelds,
with Lyutikov (2016) suggesting that these could be unrealis-
tically large for BH environs. A scenario that could provide
such large ﬁelds is the somewhat different EM induction model
of Zhang (2016), which employs mergers of electrically
charged black holes to generate time-varying magnetic
moments that dissipate some of their inspiral energy in driving
a Poynting ﬂux-dominated outﬂow.
The challenge for future theoretical studies of BBH mergers
generating EM counterparts is to establish EM templates for
observational predictions at a fairly detailed level. These must
address typical values and ranges for the source luminosity,
multi-wavelength spectrum and angular collimation. They
should also offer clear assessments of the pertinent timescales
for the events, including delay relative to the GW event and
duration in different wavebands, and also whether or not there
is EM precursor activity (Ciolﬁ & Siegel 2015). There is also
the necessity of establishing a GW merger signal with
frequency and frequency derivative character appropriate to
the waveforms observed by LIGO and Virgo, i.e., matching
oscillatory temporal templates calculated assuming a pair of
BHs merging in vacuum. This array of model discriminants
will enable rapid progress should GW+EM mergers become an
established astronomical paradigm.
Depending on the quality of the counterpart data, it may also
be possible to constrain elements of fundamental physics. Most
notable among a plethora of ideas in the literature is using the
time separation between the GW and EM signals to limit
departures of the light signal speed from c (e.g., Branchina &
De Domenico 2016; Yunes et al. 2016). This can potentially
constrain Lorentz invariance violations that can be attributed to
various physics concepts such as quantum gravity. Such an
enterprise would require signiﬁcant photon counting statistics
and achromatic light curves, as was the case for the GBM
+LAT data for the bright burst GRB090510 (Abdo et al. 2009;
Vasileiou et al. 2013). The prospect for probing fundamental
physics emphasizes the importance of having γ-ray monitoring
capability in place during the era of advanced GW detectors.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Fermi GBM and LAT provide the best current wide-ﬁeld
observations of the time-variable γ-ray sky in the keV–GeV
band, for comparison to triggers from multi-messenger
facilities like LIGO. The GBM and LAT observed a substantial
fraction of the LIGO localization probabilities at the times of
the LIGO triggers for the three potential BBH mergers, and
fully observed them within minutes to hours later. The GBM
candidate counterpart for GW150914 and the non-detections
from LVT151012 and GW151226, as well as the LAT non-
detections for all three merger candidates, can provide
observational constraints for new theoretical models for EM
counterparts to BBH mergers.
Unfortunately, Fermi observations of LVT151012 and
GW151226 cannot conclusively resolve the unknown nature
of the GBM candidate counterpart to GW150914. The partial
GBM and LAT coverage of the LIGO localization regions at
the time of trigger for both LVT151012 and GW151226 leaves
open the possibility that similar EM counterparts occurred
outside the GBM and LAT FOVs. Ultimately, a statistically
large sample of well-observed localization probability maps for
BBH mergers will be needed to conﬁdently say whether
GW150914-GBM is associated with a BBH merger.
The era of GW astronomy is an exciting time for facilities,
like Fermi, that excel at transient source discovery. We have
developed new pipelines and techniques to search the GBM
and LAT data for transient sources, and set constraining upper
bounds using Fermi data. As LIGO and Virgo continue to
become more sensitive, and new facilities come online (LIGO
India, KAGRA), more BBH mergers will be detected, and BNS
mergers (for which expectations of EM counterparts are much
more concrete), are also expected to be observed. This could
ﬁnally identify the progenitors of sGRBs.
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